
AN INTRODUCTION TO PORTERS 5 FORCES MODEL

Porters 5 Forces Model - Introduction The model of the Five Competitive Forces was developed by Michael E. Porter.
An important tool for analyzing an.

In your professional business presentations, one ought to present solutions depending on the conducted
analysis of the business. It was created in by 17 year old Ingvar Kamprad. Some of the key items that the
presentation should highlight after the analysis are: the current government policies, the customer loyalty to
the business, the current industry profitability, the economies of scale and the capital requirements.
Positioning pertains to how the public perceives a product and distinguishes it from competitors. Steps To
Follow When Performing Analysis A company may follow three basic steps when performing an industry
analysis, Gather information on each force During the first step, the company should gather information about
their industry using the five forces as a guide for classifying this information. The number and power of a
company's competitive rivals, potential new market entrants, suppliers, customers, and substitute products
influence a company's profitability. In the PowerPoint Presentation the suppliers product is highlighted with
uppercase and a bigger font. If the costs of switching are high for the customers or if their brand loyalty is
high, new entrants would find it difficult to expand their customer base. Porter of Harvard Business School
identified five key forces that determined the fundamental attractiveness of a market or a market sector in the
long term. An example frequently quoted by marketing professionals is that of Coca-Cola: Coca-Cola defined
its market and therefore its competitors as being in the 'soft drinks' market. Competition in the industry 2.
Competitive rivalry[ edit ] For most industries the intensity of competitive rivalry is the major determinant of
the competitiveness of the industry. In this way they can never become Cash Cows. If you are unfamiliar with
the SWOT Analysis technique or want to understand it in greater detail then visit our website www. The
forces are frequently used to measure competition intensity, attractiveness, and profitability of an industry or
market. Threat of Substitutes Within the framework defined by Porter, substitute products are those that exist
in another industry but may be used to fulfill the same need. This model is mainly based on economic factors
like supply, demand and competition. That uncertainty is low, allowing participants in a market to plan for and
respond to changes in competitive behavior. The fewer the number of suppliers, and the more a company
depends upon a supplier, the more power a supplier holds to drive up input costs and push for advantage in
trade. To gain this knowledge you need to conduct Porter's Five Forces Analysis. Potential of New Entrants
Into an Industry A company's power is also affected by the force of new entrants into its market. In the
example, the slide shows a lists of Apple Inc. In Michael E. In another case if the switching costs from one
supplier to another are high, the bargaining power of suppliers would be high since companies would like to
stick to the existing suppliers. Like this article? To protect the anonymity of contributors, we've removed their
names and personal information from the essays. That the source of value is structural advantage creating
barriers to entry. Whilst understanding the macro-environment is essential for developing your strategy it only
gives you half of the picture. When is competitive rivalry high? Moreover, if the buying industry is an
obstruction to the growth of the supplying industry, then too the suppliers might feel tempted to go for forward
integration or when the profitability is high in the buying industry. Competition rivalry will be high in cases
where there are a few businesses that sell almost the same product, with a little bit of differentiation.


